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AFL-CIO dirty tricksters caught

in a giant international scandal
The following is excerpted from an Oct. 25 press release
which first appeared in the U.S. newspaper New Solidarity.

Los Angeles, to New York City, to Chicago, to Belgium, to

A bragging labor attache of the u. S. Embassy in Bogota,

tion-force known as the "Dirty Thirteen," known to include

Italy. In the area of Frankfurt, West Germany, anti-terrorist
investigators are searching for a Greenie-linked assassina

Colombia, Mr. Jack Muth, led investigators to uncovering

five killers.

one of the biggest international scandals in post-war history.

Security services estimate the total sum in assassins' fees

Organized-crime elements operating partially through

and other expenses deployed for Mrs. LaRouche's assassi

$10 million. The funds

Irving Brown's International Division of the AFL-CIO, were

nation to be approximately U.S.

proven to have successfully penetrated the diplomatic service

for this are traced chiefly to U.S.-Canadian organized-crime

of the United States and one additional NATO government,

circles associated with Roy M. Cohn.

in operations peripheral to the projected assassination of Hel

Caught red-handed in the operations against Mrs. La

ga Zepp-LaRouche, a public figure of the Federal Republic

Rouche was U.S. Ambassador to Rome, Maxwell Rabb.

of Germany.

Rabb is a long-standing member of the organized-crime cir

The evidence turned over to appropriate agencies in
cludes voluntary admissions by complicit AFL-CIO officials.

cles associated with Cohn, and has been in close contact with
Cohn through his daughter Sheila Rabb Weidenfeld.
It was investigation into Rilbb's efforts to strip Mrs.

The officials have implicated AFL-CIO President Lane Kirk

LaRouche of security in Italy which led to uncovering the

land personally in the plot.
Helga Zepp-LaRouche is among the leading targets of a

larger network including involvement of AFL-CIO officials.

large-scale plot steered by Henry A. Kissinger and Kissin

Investigators contacted the Labor Attache of the U.S.

ger's accomplice, organized-crime boss Roy Marcus Cohn

Embassy in Bogota, Mr. Jack Muth. Mr. Muth not only

of New York City. The overall operation includes both pro

volunteered admission of his attempt to blackmail the Colom

jected assassinations and supplementary forms of defamation

bian trade-union official, but bragged that this action was part

and harassment. The center of the combined operations is

of a year-long operation conducted in coordination with named

known to be circles subordinate to Britain's Lord Carrington,

AFL-CIO and organized-crime circles.

and overlapping a dirty nest in British intelligence around the

Investigators immediately deployed undercover opera

London Observer.

tives to contact named officials of the AFL-CIO, who also

The tracks of the killers

including the labor attache of an important embassy in Wash

bragged of their part in the operation and named others,
According to security services of several nations, the
assassination-threat to Helga Zepp-LaRouche is rated be
tween

"6" and "8" on a U.S.A. scale of "10." However,

ington, D.C. That labor attache also bragged of his part in
the

plot

and

identified

prominent

institutions· as

his

accomplices.

because of dirty political pressures on at least two European

[The State Department expressed "puzzlement" over re

NATO governments, these governments report that the level

cent braggings by the U.S. labor attache in Colombia, Jack

of threat to Mrs. LaRouche is

"

0

."

Muth, who last month admitted that he has blackmailed Co

Additionally, three assassination-teams currently de

lombian labor leaders to not work with LaRouche's organi

ployed against Mrs. LaRouche are presently identified in

zations. In an official answer to a LaRouche demand for

detail by leading security services. One six-person assassi

clarification of Muth' s blackmail, the State Department Nov.

nation squad is based in Rome, consisting of four killers from

3 said, "We have contacted Mr. Muth who is as puzzled as

Amsterdam and two from Stockholm. A famous, dangerous

we are concerning the alleged quote and the events alleged

rogue-killer targeting Mrs. LaRouche has been tracked from

by the question."]
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AFL-CIO President Lane Kirkland has been proven com

lie that LaRouche "has no connection to the Democratic

plicit in every aspect of the dirty operation but the assassi

Party." During recent months, Kirkland has been responsible

nation-project as such. Kirkland's role was clarified by ad

for extensive, massive dirty tricks run against LaRouche and

missions given to investigators by Jay Lovestone this past

LaRouche's friends in the United States and internationally.

week. Lovestone, the former protege of Communist Inter

In effect, Kirkland is the "Henry A. Kissinger" of the AFL

national leader N. Bukharin, is the professed controller of

CIO, and the leading U.S. defender of those Volcker policies

Italian Socialist Party leader Bettino Craxi as well as of in

which

telligence operations run through the International Division

America, as well as the United States. The recent dirty op

of the AFL-CIO, and the boss of Irving Brown.

are

causing mass unemployment in Europe and Latin

erations were focused against a successful, twelve-city
founding conference of a new, international, pro-life organ

Lane Kirkland's

ization, the Clu b of Life. The most recent actions of the AFL

complicity

CIO and its labor-attache accomplices were aimed at efforts

Kirkland's political operations against Mrs. LaRouche's

to prevent that conference from succeeding. In the Colombia

husband, U.S. Democratic Party member and public figure

incident, the labor attache, Muth, threatened to wreck a major

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., are known to have begun during

trade-union of Colombia, if members of that union partici

the spring of 1981. Kirkland, a member and protege of David

pated in the Bogota conference of the Club of Life.

Rockefeller's Trilateral Commission, intervened to break up

Lane Kirkland was discovered also to be planning an

trade-union attacks on the policies of U.S. Federal Reserve

early major conference in Mexico City for the sole purpose

Chairman Paul A. Volcker, and launched a major attack

of plotting dirty operations against the influence of La

against LaRouche, the leader of the opposition to Volcker's

Rouche's economic science throughout Latin America.

policies in the United States.

Although aspects of the investigation bearing on national

Although the LaRouche-linked Democratic candidates

security of several nations cannot be released at this time,

20 to 40 percent of votes in recent Party

this warning is released to aid unwitting trade-union and other

elections in the United States, Kirkland and his cronies in the

officials of several nations to disengage from complicity with

Democratic Party leadership have been circulating the wild

Kirkland, Brown, Lovestone, et al.

have been winning
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EXECUTIVE INTELLIGENCE REVIEW

NOW AVAILABLE

Special Technical Report
A BEAM-WEAPONS BALLISTIC

MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM FOR
THE UNITED STATES
by Dr. Steven Bardwell, dIrector of plasma physics for the Fusion Energy Foundation.
This report Indudes:
• a scientific and technical analysis of the fOClr ma
jor types of beam-weapons for ballistic missile
defense, which also specifies the areas of the ci
vilian economy that are crucial to their
. successful development;

raw-materials development, industrial materi
energy production over the next 20
years. and the close connection between each
nation's fusion energy development program
and its beam weapon potentials;
als, and

•

detailed comparison of the U.S. and Soviet pro
grams in this field, and an account of the differ
ences in strategic doctrine behind the widening
Soviet lead in beam weapons;

• a

•

the uses of directed energy beams to transform

impact a "Manhattan Project" for beam·
weapon development would have on military
security and the civilian economy.

the

The So-page report Is available for 5250.
For more 'nformatlon, contact Robert Gatragher or
Peter Ennis (212) 247.aS20.

